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DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS

in2013'
The subjects are situated in Millburn Road, lnverness. They were erected
space along
The property comprises two floors with the ground floor mainly sales

with associated kitchen and food preparation

areas together

with a small store and

is
toilets. At the gable is an exterior door accessing the first floor of the building. It

presently in use as a store.
space

for

10

A tarred car park to the front of the building provides

to 12 cars.

EVIDENCE F'OR THE APPELLANT

Mr Richard Smith, FzuCS appeared on behalf of the Appellant and gave evidence'
question
He advised the Committee that the scope of the Appeal was restricted to the

of whether the subjects should be valued as a unum quid or if the ground and first
floor should be treated as separate units of valuation. They currently appear on the
Valuation Roll as a unum quid. Mr Smith contended that the ground and first floors

of this
should be treated as separated units for the purpose of valuation. In support
proposition he stated there was no internal access between the two floors. The two

\

7

were served by
floors were completely fire protected, one from the other. They
Permission for the subjects was
separately metered electricity supplies. The Planning

on the ground floor
for different use classes for the two floors - hot food takeaway
and storage/office use on the first

floor. The floors are in separate occupation'

ground floor is occupied by a partnership comprising the owner,

Mr Chow,

The
and

floor is described as a chinese
various members of his family. one part of the ground
floor is utilised as storage for
Takeaway, the other as a Fish and Chip Shop. The first

That
a separate hot food takeaway business operated by the Appellant'
takeaway business

is

separate

in
situated on Academy Street, Inverness' Those premises

space and it is for this reason
Academy Street have no, or at least very limited, storage

area in the Appeal
the Appellant utilises for that business the first floor storage

for let through Mr
Subjects. The first floor premises are currently being offered
Smith's firm.

Under cross-examination,

Appeal Subjects,

Mr Smith opined that the combined NAV and RV of the

if split into two units, should remain as for the unum quid - i'e'

fl1,000. That figure shouldbe
the first

allocated f10,000 to the ground floor and f,1'000 to

floor. Although he offered no evidence to support it, it was his professional

value of the first floor'
opinion that f,l,000 represented the arurual open market rental

Mr Smith understood there to be no written

lease between the Appellant and the

Appeal Subjects' Mr
partnership which runs the business on the ground floor of the
between the various
Smith did not know if there was a written partnership agreement

partners in the business run from the ground

floor. He maintained

relationship between the occupants of the ground floor

-

there to be no

the partnership

- and of the

first floor

- which is not occupied to any extent by the partnership

but instead by the

Appellant insofar as he uses part of that area for storage for his Academy Street,
business.

EVIDENCE FOR THE ASSESSOR
a Senior
Fiona Rostock, MRICS gave evidence on behalf of the Assessor. She is
Valuer in the Assessoros Department. She has worked there for approximately

12

years. Her professional experience is mainly in the retail sector in Inverness.

In the form completed by the Appellant around the time of the initial survey of the

of
Appeal Subjects by the Assessor's department, the Appellant made no mention
different occupation

of the two floors. He therefore had been entered

as

owner/occupier of both floors.

of
Mrs Rostock took the Committee through Production R2, her valuation summary
the unum

quid. That included a valuation of the ground floor, prior to rounding, of

fl1,1g2. She also spoke to Production R3, her valuation of the first floor on the
hypothesis that it were to be treated as a separate unit. The valuation was f,3'000.

In her opinion it was not a sound approach, as had been suggested by Mr Smith, to
is a
take the value of the unum quid atd split that value between the two units. This
situation where the aggregate value of the two separate units is greater than that for
the unum quid.

a
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['I

V
/

inspection of the
In preparation for the Appeal Hearing, Mrs Rostock carried out an
R4 and R5, pictures she
Appeal Subjects on 19 May 2015. She spoke to Productions
had taken during her inspection of the first

floor'

She found boxes

of various dried

there. she said that
goods such as rice and noodles and cases of soft drinks stored
there is no dedicated food storage area on the ground

floor. In the original

drawings

was not reflected in
of the Appeal Subjects a storage area had been shown but this
sacks of potatoes on the
their "as built" condition. She had, however, noted some

ground

floor.

She noted no rice or noodles stored

there' In the course of

her

suggested the goods stored on the
inspection on 19 May none of the staff present had

the ground floor' on an
first floor were for a business other than that operated from
noted individuals she took to be
occasion prior to her inspection, Mrs Rostock had
members

of staff from the ground floor takeaway going up to the first

floor'

not exclude the possibility
However, in cross-examination, she conceded she could
business of the Appellant
that these individuals were staff from the Academy Street

ratherthanfromthegroundflooroftheAppealSubjects.

Also in cross-examination, she stated that

30Yo

to

40o/o

of the floor area of the first

As well as the food and
floor of the Appeal Subjects was being utilised for storage'
carpets' tools'
drink previously referred to, there were other items such as old
furniture and "debris".

she had noted
She accepted the proposition that, while the soft drinks
area on the

in the storage

Takeaway,
first floor might be used in both the chip Shop and the chinese

and not that of a Fish and
the food stored there was consistent with a Chinese cuisine

Chip Shop.
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE APPELLANT
The thrust of

Mr Smith,s submission was that there was no relationship between
It was always the intention that they

be

is how they are being used. They therefore should

be

use of the two floors of the Appeal Subjects.

used separately and that

the

quid'
regarded as separate units of value rather than a unum

SUBMISSIONS FOR THE ASSESSOR
be regarded
Mr Gillies submitted the primary measure of whether the subjects should

as a unum quid was the geographical

test. For authorrty for that proposition

he

on Valuation for
referred the Committee to the passage at section 10-08 in Armour
Rating.

was suggestive
In his submission the application of the geographical test in this case
could be let
of a unum quid. However, having conceded, as he had, that the subjects
separately he went on to address other matters'

lack of internal
The separate metering of the electricity supply to the two floors, the
access between the

two and the distinct use provisions of the Planning Permission

the two
were factors which, individually or collectively, were not conclusive for
floors being given separate entries in the Valuation Roll'

If the committee was satisfied, on the balance of probabilities, that all goods

stored

and not in
on the first floor were for use in the Appellant's Academy Street business

the business on the ground floor and

if

there was clear evidence

5

of

separate legal

rights of occupation for the two parts then

it would

be appropriate for them to be

entered separatelY in the Roll.

whether the
The Assessor then referred the Committee to the divergent evidence of
to
present uses to which the two floors are put are associated. According

Mr Smith, it

that the items
was his understanding, from the instructions given to him by his client,

from the ground
stored on the first floor had nothing to do with the business operated
floor.

first floor being
On the other hand, Mrs Rostock's evidence was consistent with the
used as storage for the business on the ground floor
storage on the ground

- there was little, if any, dedicated

floor; all of the goods stored

there were consistent with one or

no dried
both of the Fish and chip shop and chinese Takeaway situated below;

to be
goods such as sacks of rice and noodles which might ordinarily be expected
stored

in

connection with the Chinese Takeaway outlet were observed by Mrs

stored
Rostock to be stored on the ground floor but were seen in relative abundance
on the first floor.

to Mr
As for separate legat rights of occupation, the situation was unclear. According
Smith,s evidence, there was no written lease between the Appellant and the occupiers

of the ground floor who were said to be a partnership comprising the Appellant
himself and vadous unspecified members
terms of the lease. He did not know

if

of

his family. Mr Smith did not know the

the partnership agteement was in writing or

what the terms of the partnership agteement were'
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Appellant had failed to make out a case for
In conclusion, the Assessor submitted the
separate entries in the

Roll and

the Appeal'
so invited the committee to refuse

DECISION
evidence capable of supporting
It was for the Appellant to lay before the Committee

hiscasethattheAppealsubjectswerenotproperlyregardedasaunumquidar](J
Roll'
of two separate entries in the valuation
instead should be the subject

was
geographical test to the facts of the case
on the face of it, the application of the

suggestive of a unum

quid.

physical characteristics
Howexer, if, notwithstanding the

that the use and legal right of occupation
of the subjects, the Committee was satisfied
to
the subjects might then be susceptible
of the subjects were distinct and separate,

two seParate entries.

The Committee noted:-

(a)Thelackofasignificantdedicatedstoragespaceonthegroundfloor;
which were consistent with one
(b) The prssence on the first floor of stored items

orbothofthefastfoodcuisinesonofferonthegroundfloor;
the occupier of the first floor
(c) That the Appellant is the owner of both floors,
runs the business from the ground
and a member of the partnership which

floor;
and the partnership and that
(d) There is no written lease between the Appellant
agreement and' in
Mr Smith did not know if there was a written partnership
agreement were'
any event, what the terms of the partnership
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presented to it, the Committee
In all of the circumstances disclosed from the evidence

are presently in separate
considered itself unable to make a finding that the subjects

might come into separate
and distinct legal occupation. (The fact the subjects
occupation

if a tenant is found for the first floor

premises is not a matter which need

concern the Committee at this time)'

remain in the valuation Roll as a
Therefore, the Appeal is refused and so the subjects
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